
Numerical Mathematics
Matlab Reference

Output

format long Set the current floating-point format to display 15 significant digits

flt2bin(23.375) Binary output (requires flt2bin.m function)

Functions

f = @(x) x^3-2 The function f(x) = x3 − 2.
hypot = @(x,y) sqrt(x^2+y^2) The function f(x, y) = x2 + y2.

f(1.375) Evaluate the function f at the value 1.375.

Plotting

X=-4:0.1:+4; Y=sin(X) Set X = [−4.0,−3.9, . . . , 3.9, 4.0] and Yi = sin(Xi).
plot(X,Y) Plot the graph through the points (Xi, Yi).
plot(X,Y, X,Z) Plot the graphs of (Xi, Yi) and (Xi, Zi).
fplot(f,[a,b]) Plot the graph of the function f over the interval [a, b]. hold on/off
Plot multiple graphs on the same axes.

Control Structures

Branching: if p, t; elseif q, s; else r; end;

Iteration: for a=1,10, a*a; end

Loops: while p, s; end;

Gotchas

Inequality: x~=y (not x!=y as in Java)
Array: a=[2.0, 3.0, 5.0] (not {2.0, 3.0, 5.0} as in Java)
Subscripting: a(n) (nth element, not a[n-1] as in Java)
Vectorised functions: e.g. f = @(x) 1 ./ (x .^ 2) .

Polynomials

p=[1,-3,2] An array of coefficients of the polynomial p(x) = x2 − 3x + 2.
polyval([1,-3,2],5) Evaluate the polynomial with the given coefficients at the value 5.
X=[2,3,4,5]; Y=[0.5,0.33,0.25,0.20]; Interpolation data describing points (xi, yi).
polyfit(X,Y,3) The polynomial of degree 3 fitting the points (xi, yi).
roots([1,-3,2]) The roots of the polynomial with the given coefficients.
conv([1,-3,2],[1,-3]) Multiply two polynomials given by arrays of coefficients.

Cubic Splines

pp=spline(X,Y) A piecewise cubic interpolating (xi, yi) using the “not a knot” end con-
ditions.
pp=spline(X,[0,Y,0]) A piecewise cubic interpolating the points X,Y with zero deriva-
tive at the ends.
pp.breaks The knots of a piecewise polynomial.
pp.coefs The coefficients of a piecewise polynomial.
ppval(pp,2.5) Evaluate the piecewise polynomial at 2.5.



Differential Equations

f = @(t,y) -y+sin(t) Define the right-hand side of a differential equation.
s=ode45(f,[0,12],y0) Solve the differential equation ẏ = f(t, y) with y = y0 when t = 0
over the time interval T = [0, 12].

Symbolic Math Toolbox

Where possible, use inline functions f=@(x)... rather than symbolic formulae!!

syms x y Define symbolic variables x and y.
x^2-3*x+2 Define a formula in variable x.

simplify(x^2-3*x+2) Simplify a formula.
subs(x^2-3*x+2,x,5) Substitute x = 5 in the formula.
solve(x^2-3*x+2,x) Solve for x in the formula.

horner(x^2-3*x+2) The Horner form of a polynomial.
expand((x-1)*(x-2)) Expand a polynomial.

diff(sin(2*x),x) Differentiate a formula with respect to a variable.
int(sin(2*x),x) Differentiate a formula with respect to a variable.
taylor(sin(2*x),n) The first n terms of the Taylor series of a formula.
g=@(w)subs(f,x,w) The function g defined from the formula f in variable x.

Writing Matlab Functions

The following code defines a function mvmul computing the product of a matrix A and a
vector v. It must be placed in a file mvmul.m located somewhere in your Matlab search
path.

function [ Av ] = mvmul( A, v )

%mvmul Compute a matrix-vector product

[m,n]=size(A);

Av=zeros(m,1);

for i=1:m

for j=1:n

Av(i)=Ax(i)*A(i,j)*v(j)

end

end

end


